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                 Abstract 

  In this paper we introduce the notion of supra soft topological spaces. We extend the notion of 

-operation, pre-open soft sets,  -open soft sets, semi-open soft sets and  -open soft sets to such spaces 
and study their properties and the relations between them. Also, we introduce the concepts of supra pre (resp. 
 - , semi-,  -) continuous soft functions on these spaces and study some of their properties. We show that 
a mapping between two soft topological spaces is supra  -continuous soft if and only if it is supra 
pre-continuous soft and supra semi -continuous soft. The importance of this approach is that, the class of 
supra soft topological spaces is wider and more general than the class of soft topological spaces.  
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1  Introduction 
  The concept of soft sets was first introduced by Molodtsov [17] in 1999 as a general mathematical 

tool for dealing with uncertain objects. In [16, 17], Molodtsov successfully applied the soft theory in several 
directions, such as smoothness of functions, game theory, operations research, Riemann integration, Perron 
integration, probability, theory of measurement, and so on. 

 
After presentation of the operations of soft sets [14], the properties and applications of soft set 

theory have been studied increasingly [3, 11, 16, 20]. In recent years, many interesting applications of soft set 
theory have been expanded by embedding the ideas of fuzzy sets [1, 2, 6, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 18, 25]. To 
develop soft set theory, the operations of the soft sets are redefined and a uni-int decision making method was 
constructed by using these new operations [7]. 

 
Recently, in 2011, Shabir and Naz [21] initiated the study of soft topological spaces. They defined 

soft topology on the collection   of soft sets over X. Consequently, they defined basic notions of soft 
topological spaces such as open soft and closed sets, soft subspace, soft closure, soft nbd of a point, soft 
separation axioms, soft regular spaces and soft normal spaces and established their several properties. 
Hussain and Ahmad [8] investigated the properties of open (closed) soft, soft nbd and soft closure. They also 
defined and discussed the properties of soft interior, soft exterior and soft boundary which are fundamental 
for further research on soft topology and will strengthen the foundations of the theory of soft topological 
spaces. Kandil, Tantawy, El-Sheikh and Abd El-Latif [9] introduced a unification of some types of different 
kinds of subsets of soft topological spaces using the notion of  -operation. In section 4 ,5, we extend these 
different types of subsets of soft topological spaces to supra soft topological spaces and study the 
decompositions of some forms of supra soft continuity in section 6. 
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2  Preliminaries 
  In this section, we present the basic definitions and results of soft set theory which will be needed 

in the sequel. 
 
Definition 2.1 [17] Let X  be an initial universe and E  be a set of parameters. Let )(XP  

denote the power set of X  and A  be a non-empty subset of E . A pair ),( AF  denoted by AF  is called 
a soft set over X  , where F  is mapping given by )(: XPAF  . In other words, a soft set over X  is 
a parametrized family of subsets of the universe X . For a particular Ae  , )(eF  may be considered 
the set of e -approximate elements of the soft set ),( AF  and if Ae , then =)(eF  i.e  

)}(:,:)({= XPAFEAeeFFA  . The family of all these soft sets denoted by 

AXSS )( .  
 
 
Definition 2.2 [14] Let EBA XSSGF )(,  . Then AF  is soft subset of BG , denoted by 

BA GF ~ , if   
    BA , and 
 
    )()( eGeF  , Ae .  

 In this case, AF  is said to be a soft subset of BG  and BG  is said to be a soft superset of AF , 

AB FG ~ .  
 
 
Definition 2.3 [14] Two soft subset AF  and BG  over a common universe set X  are said to be 

soft equal if AF  is soft subset of BG  and BG  is soft subset of AF .  
 
 
Definition 2.4 [3] The complement of a soft set ),( AF , denoted by ),( AF , is defined by 

),(=),( AFAF  , )(: XPAF   is mapping given by )(=)( eFXeF  ,  Ae  and F   is 
called the soft complement function of F . 

Clearly )( F  is the same as F  and ),(=)),(( AFAF  .  
 
 
Definition 2.5 [21] The difference of two soft sets ),( EF  and ),( EG  over the common 

universe X , denoted by ),(),( EGEF   is the soft set ),( EH  where for all Ee , 
)()(=)( eGeFeH  . 

 
 
 
Definition 2.6 [21] Let ),( EF  be a soft set over X  and Xx . We say that ),( EFx  

read as x  belongs to the soft set ),( EF  whenever )(eFx  for all Ee .  
 
 
Definition 2.7 [14] A soft set ),( AF  over X  is said to be a NULL soft set denoted by ~  or 

A  if for all =)(, eFAe  (null set). 
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Definition 2.8 [14] A soft set ),( AF  over X  is said to be an absolute soft set denoted by A~  or 

AX  if for all XeFAe =)(, . Clearly we have AAX =  and AA X= . 
 
 
 
Definition 2.9 [14] The union of two soft sets ),( AF  and ),( BG  over the common universe 

X  is the soft set ),( CH , where BAC =  and for all Ce , 













.),()(
,),(
,),(

=)(
BAeeGeF

ABeeG
BAeeF

eH  

 
 
 
Definition 2.10 [14] The intersection of two soft sets ),( AF  and ),( BG  over the common 

universe X  is the soft set ),( CH , where BAC =  and for all Ce , )()(=)( eGeFeH  . 
Note that, in order to efficiently discuss, we consider only soft sets ),( EF  over a universe X  in which all 

the parameter set E  are same. We denote the family of these soft sets by EXSS )( . 
 
  
Definition 2.11 [26] Let I  be an arbitrary indexed set and }),,{(= IiEFL i   be a subfamily 

of EXSS )( . 
  
    The union of L  is the soft set ),( EH , where )(=)( eFeH iIi

 for each Ee  . We 

write ),(=),( EHEFiIi . 

 
    The intersection of L  is the soft set ),( EM , where )(=)( eFeM iIi 

 for each Ee  

. We write ),(=),( EMEFiIi . 

 
  
 
 
Definition 2.12 [21] Let   be a collection of soft sets over a universe X  with a fixed set of 

parameters E , then EXSS )(  is called a soft topology on X  if   

    1-  
~,~X , where  =)(~ e  and EeXeX ,=)(~

, 
 
   2-  the union of any number of soft sets in   belongs to  , 
 
   3-  the intersection of any two soft sets in   belongs to  .  
 The triplet ),,( EX   is called a soft topological space over X .  
 
 
Definition 2.13 [8] Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space. A soft set ),( AF  over X  is 

said to be closed soft set in X , if its relative complement ),( AF  is open soft set. 
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Definition 2.14 [8] Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space. The members of   are said to be 

open soft sets in X . We denote the set of all open soft sets over X  by ),,( EXOS  , or when there can 
be no confusion by )(XOS  and the set of all closed soft sets by ),,( EXCS  , or )(XCS . 

 
 
 
Definition 2.15 [21] Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space and EXSSAF )(),(  . The soft 

closure of ),( AF , denoted by ),( AFcl  is the intersection of all closed soft super sets of ),( AF . 
Clearly ),( AFcl  is the smallest closed soft set over X  which contains ),( AF  i.e 

)}),(~),(),(:),{(~=),( CHAFandsetsoftclosedisCHCHAFcl  . 
 
 
 
Definition 2.16 [26] Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space and EXSSAF )(),(  . The soft 

interior of ),( BG , denoted by ),( BGint  is the union of all open soft subsets of ),( BG . Clearly 
),( BGint  is the largest open soft set over X  which contained in ),( BG  i.e 

)}),(~),(),(:),{(~=),( BGCHandsetsoftopenanisCHCHBGint  . 
 
 
 
Definition 2.17 [26] The soft set EXSSEF )(),(   is called a soft point in EX  if there exist 

Xx  and Ee  such that }{=)( xeF  and =)(eF   for each }{eEe  , and the soft point 

),( EF  is denoted by ex .  
 
 
Proposition 2.1 [22] The union of any collection of soft points can be considered as a soft set and 

every soft set can be expressed as union of all soft points belonging to it.  
 
 
Definition 2.18 [26] The soft point ex  is said to be belonging to the soft set ),( AG , denoted by 

),(~ AGxe  , if for the element Ae , )()( eGeF  . 
 
 
 
Definition 2.19 [26] A soft set ),( BG  in a soft topological space ),,( EX   is called a soft 

neighborhood (briefly: nbd) of the soft point Ee Xx ~  if there exists an open soft set ),( CH  such that 

),(~),(~ BGCHxe  . 

A soft set ),( BG  in a soft topological space ),,( EX   is called a soft neighborhood of the soft 
),( AF  if there exists an open soft set ),( CH  such that ),(~),(~),( BGCHAF  . The 

neighborhood system of a soft point ex , denoted by )( exN , is the family of all its neighborhoods.  
 
 
Theorem 2.1 [23] Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space. A soft point ),(~ AFclex   if and 

only if each soft neighborhood of xe  intersects ),( AF . 
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         Definition 2.20 [19] Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space and EXSSEF )(),(  . Define 

}),(:),(~),{(=),(   EGEFEGEF , which is soft topology on ),( EF . This soft topology is called 

a soft relative topology of   on ),( EF , and ]),,[( ),( EFEF   is called a soft subspace of ),,( EX  . 
 

Definition 2.21 [?] Let AXSS )(  and BYSS )(  be families of soft sets, YXu :  and 

BAp :  be mappings. Let BApu YSSXSSf )()(:   be a mapping. Then;   

    If AXSSAF )(),(  . Then the image of ),( AF  under puf , written as 

))(),((=),( ApFfAFf pupu , is a soft set in BYSS )(  such that  



  



.,
,)()),((

=))((
1

)1(

otherwise
AbpaFu

bFf Abpx
pu 


 

for all Bb . 
 
    If BYSSBG )(),(  . Then the inverse image of ),( BG  under puf , written as 

))(),((=),( 111 BpGfBGf pupu
 , is a soft set in AXSS )(  such that  



 



.,
,)())),(((

=))((
1

1

otherwise
BapapGu

aGf pu 
 

for all Aa .  
 The soft function puf  is called surjective if p  and u  are surjective, also is said to be injective 

if p  and u  are injective.  
 
 
Definition 2.22 [26] Let ),,( 1 AX   and ),,( 2 BY   be soft topological spaces and 

BApu YSSXSSf )()(:   be a function. Then   

    The function puf  is called continuous soft (cts-soft) if 21
1 ),(),(   BGBGf pu . 

 
    The function puf  is called open soft if 12 ),(),(   AGAGf pu . 
 
Definition 2.23 [5] Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space and Xyx ,  such that yx  . 

Then ),,( EX   is called a soft Hausdorff space or soft 2T  space if there exist open soft sets ),( EF  and 

),( EG  such that ),( EFx , ),( EGy  and ~=),(~),( EGEF    
 
 
3  Supra soft topology 
 
Definition 3.1 Let   be a collection of soft sets over a universe X  with a fixed set of parameters 

E , then EXSS )(  is called supra soft topology on X  with a fixed set E  if   

    1-  
~,~X , 

 
   2-  the union of any number of soft sets in   belongs to  . 
 
 The triplet ),,( EX   is called supra soft topological space (or supra soft spaces) over X .  
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Remark 3.1 Every soft topological space is supra soft topological space, but the converse is not 

true in general as shown in the following example.  
  
Example 3.1 Let },,,{= 4321 hhhhX , },{= 21 eeE  and )},(),,(,~,~{= 21 EFEFX   

where ),(),,( 21 EFEF  are soft sets over X  defined as follows: 

},{=)( 2111 hheF ,       },{=)( 3221 hheF , 

},{=)( 3112 hheF ,       },{=)( 2122 hheF . 

Then ),,( EX   is a supra soft topology, but it is not soft topology.  
 
 
Definition 3.2 Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space and ),,( EX   be a supra soft 

topological space. We say that   is a supra soft topology associated with   if   . 
 

Definition 3.3 Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space over X , then the members of   
are said to be supra open soft sets in X . We denote the set of all supra open soft sets over X  by 

),,( EXSOS  , or when there can be no confusion by )(XSOS  and the set of all supra closed soft sets 
by ),,( EXSCS  , or )(XSCS . 

 
 
Definition 3.4 Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space. A soft set ),( AF  over X  is 

said to be supra closed soft set in X , if its relative complement ),( AF  is supra open soft set. 
 
Definition 3.5 The soft set EXSSEF )(),(   is called supra soft point in EX , denoted by ex , 

if there exist Xx  and Ee  such that }{=)( xeF  and =)(eF   for each }{eEe  . 
 
Definition 3.6 The supra soft point ex  is said to be belonging to the soft set ),( AG , denoted by 

),(~ AGxe  , if for the element Ae , )()( eGeF  . 
 
Definition 3.7 A soft set ),( EG  in a supra soft topological space ),,( EX   is called supra soft 

neighborhood (briefly: supra nbd) of the supra soft point Ee Xx ~  if there exists a supra open soft set 

),( AH  such that ),(~),(~ EGEHxe  . The supra soft neighborhood system of a supra soft point ex , 

denoted by )( exNsupra  , is the family of all its supra soft neighborhoods.  
 

Definition 3.8 Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space over and EXSSEF )(),(  . 

Then the supra soft interior of ),( EG , denoted by ),( EGint s  is the soft union of all supra open soft 

subsets of ),( EG . Clearly ),( EGint s  is the largest supra open soft set over X  which contained in 
),( EG  i.e 

)},(~),(),(:),{(~=),( EGEHandsetsoftopensupraisEHEHEGint s  . 
 

Definition 3.9 Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space over and EXSSEF )(),(  . 

Then the supra soft closure of ),( EF , denoted by ),( EFcl s  is the soft intersection of all supra closed 

super soft sets of ),( EF . Clearly ),( EFcl s  is the smallest supra closed soft set over X  which 
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contains ),( EF  i.e 

)},(~),(),(:),{(~=),( EHEFandsetsoftclosedsupraisEHEHEFcl s  . 
 
Definition 3.10 Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space over and EXSSEG )(),(  . 

Then Ee XSSx )(  is called supra limit soft point of ),( EG  if 
~),(~)),((  EHxEG e  

)(),( XSOSEH  . The set of all supra limit soft points of ),( EF  is called the supra soft derived of 

),( EF  and denoted by )),( EFd s  or sd
EF .  

 
In the next theorem, we list the main properties of the operations which give the deviations between 

these operations and that in soft topological spaces. 
 
Theorem 3.1  Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space and 

EXSSEGEF )(),(),,(  . Then  
 
   1-  ))(~)((~)(~)( EE

s
E

s
E

s GFclGclFcl  . 
 
    2- ))(~)((~)(~)( EE

s
E

s
E

s GFdGdFd   
 
    3- )(~)(~))(~)(( E

s
E

s
EE

s GintFintGFint  . 
 

  
 Proof. Immediate.  
Remark 3.2 The equality of Theorem 3.1 is not true in general as shown in the following examples.  
  
Examples 3.1   

   1-  Let },,,{= 4321 hhhhX , }{= eE  and )},(),,(),,(,~,~{= 321 EFEFEFX   where 

),(),,(),,( 321 EFEFEF  are soft sets over X  defined as follows: 

},{=)( 311 hheF , },{=)( 422 hheF ,  },,{=)( 4313 hhheF . 

Then   defines a supra soft topology on X . Let ),( EG  and ),( EH  be two soft sets over 
X  defined by 

},{=)( 31 hheG  and }{=)( 2heH . Then )(~)(
~

))(~)(( E
s

E
s

EE
s HclGclHGcl  Ú . 

 

   2-  Let },,,{= 4321 hhhhX , }{= eE  and )},(),,(),,(,~,~{= 321 EFEFEFX   where 

),(),,(),,( 321 EFEFEF  are soft sets over X  defined as follows: 

},{=)( 311 hheF , },{=)( 422 hheF ,  },,{=)( 4313 hhheF . 

Then   defines a supra soft topology on X . Let ),( EG  and ),( EH  be two soft sets over 
X  defined by 

},{=)( 31 hheG  and }{=)( 2heH . Then )(~)(
~

))(~)(( E
s

E
s

EE
s HdGdHGd  Ú . 

 

   3-  Let },,,{= 4321 hhhhX , }{= eE  and )},(),,(),,(,~,~{= 321 EFEFEFX   where 

),(),,(),,( 321 EFEFEF  are soft sets over X  defined as follows: 

},{=)( 311 hheF , },{=)( 422 hheF ,  },,{=)( 4313 hhheF . 

Then   defines a supra soft topology on X . Let ),( EG  and ),( EH  be two soft sets over 
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X  defined by 
},,{=)( 431 hhheG  and },,{=)( 432 hhheH . Then 

))(~)((
~

)(~)( EE
s

E
s

E
s HGintHintGint  Ú .  

 
4  Subsets of supra soft topological spaces 
   
Definition 4.1 Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space. A mapping 

EE XSSXSS )()(:   is said to be an operation on )(XSOS  if )()(~ XSOSFFF EEE   . 
The collection of all supra  -open soft sets is denoted by 

})(),(~:{=)( EEEEE XSSFFFFSOS   . Also, the complement of supra  -open soft set is called 
supra  -closed soft set, i.e 

})(,:{=)( EEEE XSSFsetsoftopensupraaisFFSCS    is the family of all supra 
 -closed soft sets.  

  
Definition 4.2  Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space. Different cases of 

-operations on EXSS )(  are as follows:   

    1-  If )(= ss clint , then   is called supra pre-open soft operator. We denote the set of all 
supra pre-open soft sets by ),,( EXSPOS  , or when there can be no confusion by )(XSPOS  and the 
set of all supra pre-closed soft sets by ),,( EXSPCS  , or )(XSPCS . 

 
    2-  If ))((= sss intclint , then   is called supra  -open soft operator. We denote the set 

of all supra  -open soft sets by ),,( EXOSS  , or )(XOSS  and the set of all supra  -closed 
soft sets by ),,( EXCSS  , or )(XCSS . 

 
   3-  If )(= ss intcl , then   is called supra semi-open soft operator. We denote the set of all 

supra semi-open soft sets by ),,( EXSSOS  , or )(XSSOS  and the set of all supra semi-closed soft 
sets by ),,( EXSSCS  , or )(XSSCS . 

 
    4-  If ))((= sss clintcl , then   is called supra  -open soft operator. We denote the set 

of all supra  -open soft sets by ),,( EXOSS  , or )(XOSS  and the set of all supra  -closed soft 
sets by ),,( EXCSS  , or )(XCSS . 
 

 
Theorem 4.1 Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space and EE XSSXSS )()(:   

be an operation on )(XSOS . 

If ))}((),()),((),({ ssssssssss clintclintclintclintclint . Then   
    1- Arbitrary soft union of supra  -open soft sets is supra  -open soft. 
 
    2- Arbitrary soft intersection of supra  -closed soft sets is supra  -closed soft.  
 
 Proof. 
  
    1- We give the proof for the case of supra pre-open soft operator i.e )(= ss clint . Let 
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)(}:{ XSPOSJjF jE  . Then Jj , ))((~
jE

ss
jE FclintF  . It follows that 

))((~))((~))((~
jEj

ss
jE

s
j

s
jE

ss
jjEj

FclintFclintFclintF   . Hence 

)(XSPOSF jEj
  Jj . The rest of the proof is similar. 

 
    2- Immediate.  
 
 
Remark 4.1 The soft intersection of two supra pre-open (resp. supra  -open, supra  -open, 

supra semi-open) soft sets need not to be supra pre-open (resp. supra  -open, supra  )-open, supra 
semi-pen), as shown in the following examples.  

 
 
Examples 4.1   

   1-  Let },,{= 321 hhhX , },{= 21 eeE  and )},(),,(),,(,~,~{= 321 EFEFEFX   

where ),(),,(),,( 321 EFEFEF  are soft sets over X  defined as follows: 

}{=)( 111 heF ,       }{=)( 121 heF , 

},{=)( 2112 hheF ,       },{=)( 2122 hheF , 

},{=)( 3213 hheF ,       },{=)( 3223 hheF . 

Then   defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence the soft sets ),( EG  and ),( EH  which 
defined as follows: 

},{=)( 311 hheG ,       },{=)( 312 hheG , 

},{=)( 321 hheH ,       },{=)( 322 hheH ,  

are supra pre-open soft sets of ),,( EX  , but their soft intersection 

),(=),(~),( EMEHEG  , where }{=)( 31 heM ,       }{=)( 32 heM , is not supra pre-open soft. 
 

   2-  Let },,{= 321 hhhX , },{= 21 eeE  and )},(),,(),,(,~,~{= 321 EFEFEFX   

where ),(),,(),,( 321 EFEFEF  are soft sets over X  defined as follows: 

}{=)( 111 heF ,       }{=)( 121 heF , 

},{=)( 2112 hheF ,       },{=)( 2122 hheF , 

},{=)( 3213 hheF ,       },{=)( 3223 hheF . 

Then   defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence the soft sets ),( EG  and ),( EH  which 
defined as follows: 

},{=)( 311 hheG ,       },{=)( 312 hheG , 

},{=)( 321 hheH ,       },{=)( 322 hheH ,  

are supra  -open soft sets of ),,( EX  , but their soft intersection 

),(=),(~),( EMEHEG   where }{=)( 31 heM ,       }{=)( 32 heM  

is not supra  -open soft. 
 
   3-  Let },,{= 321 hhhX , },{= 21 eeE  and )},(),,(,~,~{= 21 EFEFX   where 

),(),,( 21 EFEF  are soft sets over X  defined as follows: 

},{=)( 2111 hheF ,       }{=)( 221 heF , 
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},{=)( 3112 hheF ,       },{=)( 3222 hheF . 

Then   defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence the soft sets ),(),,( 21 EFEF  are supra 
-open soft sets of ),,( EX  , but their soft intersection ),(=),(~),( 21 EMEFEF   where 

}{=)( 11 heM ,       }{=)( 22 heM , is not supra  -open soft set. 
 
 4-  Let },,{= 321 hhhX , },{= 21 eeE  and )},(),,(,~,~{= 21 EFEFX   where 

),(),,( 21 EFEF  are soft sets over X  defined as follows: 

},{=)( 2111 hheF ,       }{=)( 221 heF , 

},{=)( 3112 hheF ,       },{=)( 3222 hheF . 

Then   defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence the soft sets ),(),,( EHEG  where 

},{=)( 211 hheG ,       },{=)( 322 hheG , 

},{=)( 311 hheH ,       },{=)( 322 hheH . 

are supra semi-open soft sets of ),,( EX  , but their soft intersection 

),(=),(~),( EMEHEG   where }{=)( 11 heM ,       }{=)( 22 heM , is not supra semi-open soft 
set.  

 
 
5  Relations between subsets of supra soft topological spaces 
 In this section we introduce the relations between some special subsets of a supra soft topological 

space ),,( EX  .  
Theorem 5.1  In a supra soft topological space ),,( EX  , the following statements hold,   
   1-  every supra open (resp. closed) soft set is supra pre-open (resp. pre-closed) soft. 
 
    2-  every supra open (resp. closed) soft set is supra semi-open (resp. semi-closed) soft. 
 
    3-  every supra open (resp. closed) soft set is supra  -open (resp.  -closed) soft. 
 
    4-  every supra open (resp. closed) soft set is supra  -open (resp.  -closed) soft. 

 
 Proof. We prove the assertion in the case of supra open soft set, the other case is similar.  
 
    1-  Let )(),( XSOSEF  . Then ),(=),( EFEFint s . Since ),(~),( EFclEF s , 

then )),((~),( EFclintEF ss . Therefore, )(),( XSPOSEF  . 
 
    2-  Let )(),( XSOSEF  . Then ),(=),( EFEFint s . Since ),(~),( EFclEF s , 

then )),((~),( EFintclEF ss . Thus, )(),( XSSOSEF  . 
 
    3-  Let )(),( XSOSEF  . Then ),(=),( EFEFint s . Since ),(~),( EFclEF s , 

then ))),(((=)),((~),( EFintclintEFclintEF sssss . Hence )(),( XOSSEF  . 
 
    4-  Let )(),( XSOSEF  . Then ),(=),( EFEFint s . Since ),(~),( EFclEF s , 

then )),((~),( EFclintEF ss . Hence ))),(((~),(~),( EFclintclEFclEF ssss  . Therefore, 
)(),( XOSSEF  . 
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Remark 5.1 The converse of Theorem 5.1 is not true in general as shown in the following examples.  
  
Examples 5.1   

    1-  Let },,{= 321 hhhX , },{= 21 eeE  and )},(),,(),,(,~,~{= 321 EFEFEFX   

where ),(),,(),,( 321 EFEFEF  are soft sets over X  defined as follows: 

}{=)( 111 heF ,       }{=)( 121 heF , 

},{=)( 2112 hheF ,       },{=)( 2122 hheF , 

},{=)( 3213 hheF ,       },{=)( 3223 hheF . 

Then   defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence the soft set ),( EG , which defined by 

},{=)( 311 hheG ,     },{=)( 312 hheG , is a supra pre-open soft set of ),,( EX  , but it is not supra 
open soft. 

 
    2-  Let },,{= 321 hhhX , },{= 21 eeE  and )},(),,(,~,~{= 21 EFEFX   where 

),(),,( 21 EFEF  are soft sets over X  defined as follows: 

},{=)( 2111 hheF ,       }{=)( 221 heF , 

},{=)( 3112 hheF ,       },{=)( 3222 hheF . 

Then   defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence the soft set ),( EG  where 

},{=)( 211 hheG ,       },{=)( 322 hheG , 

is a supra semi-open soft set of ),,( EX  , but it is not supra open soft. 
 
    3-  Let },,{= 321 hhhX , },{= 21 eeE  and )},(),,(,~,~{= 21 EFEFX   where 

),(),,( 21 EFEF  are soft sets over X  defined as follows: 

},{=)( 2111 hheF ,       }{=)( 221 heF , 

},{=)( 3112 hheF ,       },{=)( 3222 hheF . 

Then   defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence the soft set ),( EG  where 

},{=)( 211 hheG ,       },{=)( 322 hheG . 

is a supra  -open soft set of ),,( EX  , but it is not supra open soft. 
 

   4-  Let },,{= 321 hhhX , },{= 21 eeE  and )},(),,(),,(,~,~{= 321 EFEFEFX   

where ),(),,(),,( 321 EFEFEF  are soft sets over X  defined as follows: 

}{=)( 111 heF ,       }{=)( 121 heF , 

},{=)( 2112 hheF ,       },{=)( 2122 hheF , 

},{=)( 3213 hheF ,       },{=)( 3223 hheF . 

Then   defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence the soft set ),( EG , which defined by 

},{=)( 311 hheG ,     },{=)( 312 hheG , is a supra  -open soft set of ),,( EX  , but it is not supra 
open soft. 
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Theorem 5.2  Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space,then the following statements are 
hold,   

   1-   Every supra  -open (resp.  -closed) soft set is supra semi-open (resp. semi-closed) soft. 
 
    2-  Every supra semi-open (resp. semi-closed) soft set is supra  -open (resp.  -closed) soft. 
 
   3-   Every supra pre-open (resp. pre-closed) soft set is supra  -open (resp.  -closed) soft. 
 
    4-  Every supra  -open (resp. supra  -closed) soft set is supra pre-open (resp. supra 

pre-closed) soft.  
  
 Proof. We prove the assertion in the case of open soft set, the other case is similar.   
    1-  Let )(),( XOSSEF  . Then 

)),((~))),(((~),( EFintclEFintclintEF sssss  . Hence )(),( XSSOSEF  . 
 
    2-  Let )(),( XSSOSEF  . Then )),((~),( EFintclEF ss . Since 

),(~),( EFclEF s , then ))),(((~)),((~),( EFclintclEFintclEF sssss  . Thus, 
)(),( XOSSEF  . 

 
    3-  Let )(),( XSPOSEF  . Then 

))),(((~)),((~),( EFclintclEFclintEF sssss  . Hence )(),( XOSSEF  . 
 
    4-  Let )(),( XOSSEF  . Since ),(~),( EFclEFint ss  . Then 

),(~)),(( EFclEFintcl sss  . Hence )),((~))),(((~),( EFclintEFintclintEF sssss  . Thus, 

)),((~),( EFclintEF ss . It follows that )(),( XSPOSEF  . 
 
 
The converse of Theorem 5.2 is not true in general as shown by the following examples.  
Examples 5.2   
   1-  Let },,,{= 4321 hhhhX , },{= 21 eeE  and 

)},(),,(),,(),,(),,(,~,~{= 54321 EFEFEFEFEFX   where 

),(),,(),,(),,(),,( 54321 EFEFEFEFEF  are supra soft sets over X  defined as follows: 

}{=)( 111 heF ,       }{=)( 121 heF , 

}{=)( 212 heF ,       }{=)( 222 heF , 

},{=)( 2113 hheF ,       },{=)( 2123 hheF , 

},{=)( 4114 hheF ,       },{=)( 4124 hheF , 

},,{=)( 42115 hhheF ,       },,{=)( 42125 hhheF . 

Then   defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence the soft set ),( EG  which defined as 
follows: 

},{=)( 321 hheG ,       },{=)( 322 hheG . 

is a supra semi-open soft set of ),,( EX  , but it is not supra  -open soft. 
 
   2-   Let },,,{= 4321 hhhhX , },{= 21 eeE  and 

)},(),,(),,(),,(),,(,~,~{= 54321 EFEFEFEFEFX   where 
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),(),,(),,(),,(),,( 54321 EFEFEFEFEF  are supra soft sets over X  defined as follows: 

}{=)( 111 heF ,       }{=)( 121 heF , 

},{=)( 2112 hheF ,       },{=)( 2122 hheF , 

},{=)( 3213 hheF ,       },{=)( 3223 hheF , 

},,{=)( 32114 hhheF ,       },,{=)( 32124 hhheF , 

Then   defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence the soft set ),( EG  which defined as 
follows: 

}{=)( 21 heG ,       }{=)( 22 heG . 
is a supra  -open soft set of ),,( EX  , but it is not supra semi-open soft. 
 
   3-   Let },,,{= 4321 hhhhX , },{= 21 eeE  and 

)},(),,(),,(),,(),,(,~,~{= 54321 EFEFEFEFEFX   where 

),(),,(),,(),,(),,( 54321 EFEFEFEFEF  are supra soft sets over X  defined as follows: 

}{=)( 111 heF ,       }{=)( 121 heF , 

}{=)( 212 heF ,       }{=)( 222 heF , 

},{=)( 2113 hheF ,       },{=)( 2123 hheF , 

},{=)( 4114 hheF ,       },{=)( 4124 hheF , 

},,{=)( 42115 hhheF ,       },,{=)( 42125 hhheF . 

Then   defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence the soft set ),( EG  which defined as 
follows: 

},{=)( 311 hheG ,       },{=)( 312 hheG . 

is a supra  -open soft set of ),,( EX  , but it is not supra pre-open soft. 
 

   4-   Let },,{= 321 hhhX , },{= 21 eeE  and )},(),,(),,(,~,~{= 321 EFEFEFX   

where ),(),,(),,( 321 EFEFEF  are soft sets over X  defined as follows: 

}{=)( 111 heF ,       }{=)( 121 heF , 

},{=)( 2112 hheF ,       },{=)( 2122 hheF , 

},{=)( 3213 hheF ,       },{=)( 3223 hheF , 

Then   defines a supra soft topology on X . Hence the soft set ),( EG  which defined as 
follows: 

},{=)( 311 hheG ,       },{=)( 312 hheG . 

is a supra pre-open soft set of ),,( EX  , but it is not supra  -open soft. 
 

Remark 5.2 The following implications hold from Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2 for a soft 
topological space ),,( EX  . These implications are not reversible. 

 
 )(XSOS         )(XOSS         )(XSSOS   

              ↙                             
        )(XSPOS                   )(XOSS  
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          Theorem 5.3 Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space, EE XSSXSS )()(:   be one of 

the operations in Definition 4.2 and EE XSSF )( . Then the following hold:   

    1- ))((~=))(( E
s

E
s FclXFint   . 

 
    2- ))((~=))(( E

s
E

s FintXFcl   . 
 
  
 Proof. We give the proof for the case of supra pre-open soft operator i.e )(= ss clint , the other 

cases is similar.   

    1- Let )( E
s

e FPclx  . Then   ),~( eE xXSPOG   such that ~=~
EE FG  , hence 

EEe FGx  ~ . Thus, )( E
s

e FPintx  . This means that, )(~)(~
E

s
E

s FPintFPclX  . 

2- Let )( E
s

e FPintx  . Since ~=~)( EE
s FFPint  , so )( E

s
e FPclx  . It follows that 

)(~
E

s
e FPclXx  . Therefore, )(~~)( E

s
E

s FPclXFPint  . 
 

    Let )( E
s

e FPintx  . Then   ),~( eE xXSPOG  , EEe FGx  ~ , hence 

~=~
EE FG  . Thus, )( E

s
e FPintx  . This means that, )(~)(~

E
s

E
s FPclFPintX  . 

Let )( E
s

e FPclx  . Then   ),~( eE xXSPOG   such that ~=~
EE FG  , hence 

EEe FGx  ~ . It follows that )( E
s

e FPintx  . This means that, )(~~)( E
s

E
s FPintXFPcl  . This 

completes the proof. 
 

Theorem 5.4  Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space and EE XSSF )( . Then   

    1- )(XSSOSFE   if and only if ))((=)( E
ss

E
s FintclFcl . 

 
   2-  If )(XSOSGE  , then )~(~)(~

EE
s

E
s

E FGclFclG  .  
 
Proof. Immediate.  
 
 
Theorem 5.5 Let ),,( EX   be a soft topological space and EEE XSSGF )(,  . Then   

   1- )(XOSSFE   if and only if )(XSOSH E   such that 

))((~~
E

ss
EE HclintFH  . 

 
    2-  If )(XOSSFE   and ))((~~

E
ss

EE FclintGF  , then )(XOSSGE  .  
  
 Proof.   
      1-   : :  Suppose that )(=)( XSOSHFint EE

s  . Then 

))((~~
E

ss
EE HclintFH  . 

: : Let ))((~~
E

ss
EE HclintFH  , )(XSOSH E  . Then 

)(~=)( E
s

EE
s FintHHint  . It follows that )))(((~)))(((~

E
sss

E
sss

E FintclintHintclintF  . 

Thus, )(XOSSFE  . 
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    2-  Let )(XOSSFE  , then )))(((~
E

sss
E FintclintF  . Hence 

)))(((~)))(((~)))))(((((~~
E

sss
E

sss
E

sssss
EE GintclintFintclintFintclintclintGF  . Thus, 

)(XOSSGE  . 
 
Theorem 5.6  Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space and EE XSSF )( . Then   

    1- )(XOSSFE   if and only if )(~)( XSSOSXSPOSFE  . 
 
    2- )(XCSSFE   if and only if )(~)( XSSCSXSPCSFE  . 
 
 Proof.   
      1-   : :  Let )(XOSSFE  , Then )))(((~

E
sss

E FintclintF  . Hence 

))((~
E

ss
E FintclF   and ))((~

E
ss

E FclintF  . Thus, )(~)( XSSOSXSPOSFE  . 

: :  Let )(~)( XSSOSXSPOSFE  . Then ))((~
E

ss
E FintclF   and 

))((~
E

ss
E FclintF  . Thus, )))(((=))))((((~

E
sss

E
ssss

E FintclintFintclclintF  . It follows that 

)(XOSSFE  . 
 
   2-  By a similar way . 
 
 
Theorem 5.7 Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space and EE XSSF )( . Then 

)(XSPCSFE   if and only if EE
ss FFintcl ~))(( .  

 Proof. Let )(XSPCSFE  , then EF   is a supra pre-open soft set, This means that, 

)))(((~=))~((~
E

ss
E

ss
E FintclXFXclintF  . Therefore, EE

ss FFintcl ~))(( . Conversely, let 

EE
ss FFintcl ~))(( . Then ))~((~~

E
ss

E FXclintFX  , hence EFX 
~

 is a supra pre-open soft 

set. Therefore, EF  is a supra pre-closed soft set. 
 
Theorem 5.8  Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space. If )(XOSSFE   and 

)(XSPOSFE  . Then )(XSOSFE  .  

 Proof. Let )(XOSSFE   and )(XSPOSFE  . Then )(XSPCSFE   . Hence 

)((~)))(((~~)(( E
ss

E
sss

EE
ss FintclFintclintFFintcl  . This means that, EE

ss FFintcl =)(( . 

Thus, )(=)))(((~
E

s
E

sss
E FintFintclintF  . Therefore, )(XSOSFE  . 
 
Theorem 5.9 Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space and EE XSSF )( . Then 

)(XCSSFE   if and only if EE
sss FFclintcl ~)))((( . 

 
 Proof. Let )(XSCSSFE  , then EF   is supra  -open soft set, This means that, 

))))((((~=)))~(((~
E

sss
E

sss
E FclintclXFXintclintF  . Therefore, EE

sss FFclintcl ~)))((( . 

Conversely, let EE
sss FFclintcl ~)))((( . Then )))~(((~~

E
sss

E FXintclintFX  , hence 

EFX 
~

 is a supra  -open soft set. Therefore, EF  is supra  -closed soft set. 
 
Theorem 5.10  Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space and EE XSSF )( . Then 
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)(XSSCSFE   if and only if EE
ss FFclint ~))(( . 

 
 Proof. Let )(XSSCSFE  , then EF   is supra semi-open soft set, This means that, 

)))(((~=))~((~
E

ss
E

ss
E FclintXFXintclF  . Therefore, EE

ss FFclint ~))(( . Conversely, let 

EE
ss FFclint ~))(( . Then ))~((~~

E
ss

E FXintclFX  , hence EFX 
~

 is a supra semi-open soft 

set. Therefore, EF  is a supra semi-closed soft set. 
 
Corollary 5.1 Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space and EE XSSF )( . Then 

)(XSSCSFE   if and only if ))((~= E
ss

EE FclintFF  .  
 
Proof. It is obvious from Theorem 5.10. 
 
Theorem 5.11  Let ),,( EX   be a supra soft topological space and EE XSSF )( . Then 

)(XCSFE   if and only if EE
sss FFintclint ~)))((( . 

 
 Proof. Let )(XCSFE  , then EF   is a supra  -open soft set, This means that, 

)))(((~=)))~(((~
E

sss
E

sss
E FintclintXFXclintclF  . Therefore, EE

sss FFintclint ~)))((( . 

Conversely, let EE
sss FFintclint ~)))((( . Then )))~(((~~

E
sss

E FXclintclFX  , hence 

EFX 
~

 is a supra  -open soft set. Therefore, EF  is a supra  -closed soft set. 
 
6  Decompositions of some forms of supra soft continuity 

 
Definition 6.1  Let ),,( 1 AX   and ),,( 2 BY   be soft topological spaces. Let 1  be an 

associated supra soft topology with 1 . Let YXu :  and BAp :  be a mappings. Let 

BApu YSSXSSf )()(:   be a function. Then , the function 

 1- puf  is called supra continuous soft function (supra cts soft) if 

)(),(),,(),( 1
1 YOSBGEXSOSBGf pu   . 

 
    2-  puf  is called supra pre-continuous soft function (supra pre-cts soft ) if 

)(),(),,(),( 1
1 YOSBGEXSPOSBGf pu   . 

 
    3-  puf  is called supra semi-continuous soft function (supra semi-cts soft) if 

)(),(),,(),( 1
1 YOSBGEXSSOSBGf pu   . 

 
   4-  puf  is called supra  -continuous soft function (supra  -cts soft soft) if 

)(),(),,(),( 1
1 YOSBGEXOSSBGf pu   . 

 
    5- puf  is called supra  -continuous soft function (supra  -cts soft soft) if 

)(),(),,(),( 1
1 YOSBGEXOSSBGf pu   . 
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Theorem 6.1 Let ),,( 1 AX   and ),,( 2 BY   be soft topological spaces. Let 1  be an 

associated supra soft topology with 1 . Let YXu :  and BAp :  be a mappings. Let 

BApu YSSXSSf )()(:   be a function. Then for the classes, supra pre-continuous (resp. supra 
-continuous soft, supra semi-continuous soft and supra  -continuous soft) functions the following are 
equivalent (we give an example for the the class of supra pre-continuous soft functions). 

  
    1- puf  is supra pre-continuous soft function. 
 
    2- )(),(),,(),( 1

1 YCSBHEXSPCSBHf pu   . 
 
   3-  Apu

s
pu XSSAGAGfclAGPclf )(),()),((),((

2
  . 

 
    4- Bpupu

s YSSBHBHclfBHfPcl )(),()),(()),((
2

11  
 . 

 
    5- Bpu

s
pu YSSBHBHfPintBHintf )(),()),(()),(( 1

2

1  
 . 

 
Proof. 
  
  (1 →2)  Let ),( BH  be a closed soft set over Y . Then )(),( YOSBH   and 

),,(),( 1
1 EXSPOSBHf pu   from Definition 6.1. Since )),((=),( 11   BHfBHf pupu  from [[26], 

Theorem 3.14]. Thus, ),,(),( 1
1 EXSPCSBHf pu  . 

 
   (2 →3) Let AXSSAG )(),(  . Since 

),,())),(((~)),((~),( 12

11 EXSPCSAGfclfAGffAG pupupupu     from (2) and [[26], Theorem 

3.14]. Then ))),(((~),(~),(
2

1 AGfclfAGPclAG pupu
s


 . Hence 

))),((~)))),((((~)),((
22

1 AGfclAGfclffAGPclf pupupupu
s

pu     from [[26], Theorem 3.14]. 

Thus, )),((~)),((
2

AGfclAGPclf pu
s

pu  . 

 
   (3 →4) Let BYSSBH )(),(   and ),(=),( 1 BHfAG pu

 . Then 

))),(((~)),(( 1

2

1 BHffclBHfPclf pupupu
s

pu
    From (3). Hence 

)),((~)))),((((~)))),((((~)),((
2

11

2

1111 BHclfBHffclfBHfPclffBHfPcl pupupupupu
s

pupupu
s


 

 from [[26], Theorem 3.14]. Thus, )),((~)),((
2

11 BHclfBHfPcl pupu
s


  . 

 
   (4 →2) Let ),( BH  be a closed soft set over Y . Then 

),(=),(=)),((~)),(( 11

2

11 BHfBHfBHclfBHfPcl pupupupu
s     BYSSBH )(),(   from (4), 

but clearly )),((~),( 11 BHfPclBHf pu
s

pu
  . This means that, 

),,()),((=),( 1
11 EXSPCSBHfPclBHf pu

s
pu  . 
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 (1 →5)   Let BYSSBH )(),(  . Then ),,()),(( 12

1 EXSPOSBHintf pu    from (1). 

Hence )),((~)),((=)),(( 1

2

1

2

1 BHfPintBHintfPintBHintf pu
s

pu
s

pu
  . Thus, 

)),((~)),(( 1

2

1 BHfPintBHintf pu
s

pu
  . 

 
   (5 →1) Let ),( BH  be an open soft set over Y . Then ),(=),(

2
BHBHint  and 

)),((~)),((=)),(( 11

2

1 BHfPintBHfBHintf pu
s

pupu
   from (5). But we have 

),(~)),(( 11 BHfBHfPint pupu
s   . This means that, 

),,(),(=)),(( 1
11 EXSPOSBHfBHfPint pupu

s  . Thus, puf  is supra pre-continuous soft 
function. 
 

Theorem 6.2  Let ),,( 1 AX   and ),,( 2 BY   be soft topological spaces. Let 1  be an 

associated supra soft topology with 1 . Let YXu :  and BAp :  be a mappings. Let 

BApu YSSXSSf )()(:   be a function. Then   
    1- every supra continuous soft function is supra pre-continuous soft function. 
 
    2- every supra continuous soft function is supra semi-continuous soft function. 
 
    3- every supra continuous soft function is supra  -continuous soft function. 
 
    4- every supra continuous soft function is supra  -continuous soft function. 
 
  
 Proof. It is obvious from Theorem 5.1. 
 
Theorem 6.3  Let ),,( 1 AX   and ),,( 2 BY   be soft topological spaces. Let 1  be an 

associated supra soft topology with 1 . Let YXu :  and BAp :  be a mappings. Let 

BApu YSSXSSf )()(:   be a function. Then 
  
    1- Every supra  -continuous soft function is supra semi-continuous soft function. 
 
    2- Every supra semi-continuous soft function is supra  -continuous soft function. 
 
    3- Every supra pre-continuous soft function is supra  -continuous soft function. 
 
   4-  Every supra  -continuous soft function is supra pre-continuous soft function.  
  
 Proof. It is obvious from Theorem 5.2. 
 
Theorem 6.4  Let ),,( 1 AX   and ),,( 2 BY   be soft topological spaces. Let 1  be an 

associated supra soft topology with 1 . Let YXu :  and BAp :  be a mappings. Let 

BApu YSSXSSf )()(:   be a function. Then puf  is supra  -continuous soft function if and only if it 
is a supra pre-continuous and supra semi-continuous soft function . 

 
 Proof. 
It is obvious from Theorem 5.6. 
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On accounting of Theorem 6.2 and Theorem 6.3 we have the following corollary. 
 
Corollary 6.1 For a soft topological space ),,( EX   and its associated supra soft topology   

we have the following implications. 
 

       softctssupra    softctssupra      softctssemisupra    

                     ↙                              
        softctspresupra                        softctssupra   
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